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Journey to the Center of London, England!â€œBy seeing London, I have seen as much of life as the
world can show."â€”Samuel Johnson* * * Updated for 2016! * * *And we're here to help you see
London just as you've been longing to! Perhaps you've never been to London? No worries,
Passport to European Travel Guides offers this comprehensive, yet quick and concise, 5-day guide
to London, Englandâ€”one of the most distinguished focal points of the European showcaseâ€”on
sale now for just $2.99!â˜… 5-Day Travel Guide to Unforgettable English Travel â˜…Have no idea
where to start? Or maybe you have some idea but could use a treasure trove of great insider tips?
Well, read on! You see, we know your trip begins long before you even book the flight, so this guide
is chock full of dynamite tips on everything you need to know BEFORE you goâ€”and much, much
more you'll thank us for!Passport to European Travel Guides Features:â˜… Dynamite Insider Tips
â˜… for tourists! We give you the scoop on everything from local etiquette to saving money!â€¢
5-Day Suggested Itineraryâ€”cover the best spots the city has to offer in 5 magical days!â€¢ Luxury
Sleeps, Luxury Eatsâ€”our best recommendations for ultimate English luxuryâ€¢ Budget Sleeps,
Budget Eatsâ€”best spots for travelers on a budgetâ€¢ Mapâ€”of London, Englandâ€¢ City
Snapshotâ€”language, currency, airports, country code + more!â€¢ Before You Goâ€”there are some
things you need to know!â€¢ Getting in the Moodâ€”with a few great films and books to enjoy before
you go!â€¢ Local Tourist Informationâ€”where to find it once you're on the ground in Englandâ€¢
Overviewâ€”of Londonâ€¢ Climate + Best Times to Travelâ€”to London!â€¢ All About Toursâ€”By bike,
boat, or special interest and walking tours + our top recommendations with links and more!â€¢
London Nightlifeâ€”the best bars, clubs, live music, theater and dancingâ€¢ Lots moreâ€”we aim to
get you in the know!â˜… Special Bonus Feature â˜…â€¢ Need a House Sitter?â€”We'll Help You
Find a Reliable One!Download Now to Enjoy on Your PC, Mac, Smart Phone, Tablet or Kindle
DeviceScoop up this awesome 5-day guide to London, England NOW while you canâ€”at just $2.99!
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I have been in London few years ago but I was not impressed by the guide I followed. Now, after
reading this full of interesting content London Guide I would like to return just to discover everything
is explained in it.In fact, this 5-days Travel guide ebook guides you through a personalized tour of
London, to discover the best places you want to be in.Just the from the beginning, the author tells
you about all the "before-you-go" items you have to consider to not ruin your experience. Also, he
enlists a series of useful books to read and films to watch to prepare yourselfs in the best way (and
mood...).I loved the "British Etiquette" to follow and saving money tips to make happy your bank
account. Private transportation advices are also included with tips on what times of the day and
place to avoid during some critical hours.Then, the author gives you a detailed day-by-day planned
tour of London (this chapter alone covers easily the cost of the entire ebook) with alternative tours
for every needs and common lifestyles.All in all this is a very complete guide to follow if you want to
enjoy way more your Travel experience in London. Recommended!

Great guide! It helps you be prepared for the weather, taking care of your health, travel documents
and not to mention the guide to all the sites within the city. Also overview on British etiquette. One
does not want to offend the locals, but rather respect their country, culture and traditions. Thank you
for all the information and related details that you need to know for the different tourist attractions
and accommodations. This will definitely be a book to read before and during my trip to London!

This is a great guide which is going to help me to save money when traveling to London; I found
great tips on it that are valuable and well researched. his one was just as great as the others.

London has so many tourist traps and this gives you an unseen view that many don't get to
experience. Easy to read and follow. Can't wait for our trip now!You have every thing you need to
know about London. I highly recommend!

Thinking about going to London this summer so I figured I would download this book even though I
have my travels planned already. My first thought opening the book was that maybe I would get a
few tips from reading it but I was surprised on the content despite the short length of the book I was
about to get specific details about places to stay.This guide is a perfect detailed plan for anyone
considering traveling to London. Tells you where to go, recommends the best locations, and directs
you to the proper resource.

This London travel guide is refreshingly succinct. I found the brief history helpful and the lists of
attractions with associated links to useful resources easy to use. I think this travel guide should not
be called a guide, because it is much more than that. It gives you reasons to go and see certain
sights. The reader will enjoy not only reading about all these places and things but probably will
desire to travel there and visit all those places one day. From the range of prices for different
services and accommodations, London sounds like a place where both the well-heeled and frugal
travelers can be accommodated and have equally good timeThis book covers areas that many don't
ie tipping, prices at various attractions, emergency numbers, helplines, actual prices a budget
traveler may have to pay, average exchange rate, accents and links to everything from locations to
monuments to booking lines. Very good and useful info on transport - which can be very confusing
to a first time visitor.in sights, and when not to go.

London is the richly diverse and cultured city of England. This city has some well known sight to
visit. London is the city of best theaters. This 5 days guide gives you the detailed information about
this beautiful city. The tips given in this book for tourists are really very helpful If you are planning to
visit London first time then must grab this book, it will be very helpful for you.

I donâ€™t regret purchasing this book because it is a complete guide if I will be traveling to London.
It gives information with Londonâ€™s rich culture, additional places to visit (other than the places I
know LOL) and also it guides me on how I can enjoy my vacation. It tells me what to bring and not
what to bring. Ohh! I get excited whenever I think of going to London, I hope it will be next year. =)

Really good travel book For London visitors! Includes a check list for before you leave. Very
extensive. I definitely would not have know to do all these things and pack the things on this list.
Helpful! I like that there's a list of movies to watch and books to read to get in the mood to go to
London. I've never rad a travel guide like this before. Told me a lot more than I thought I need to
know.
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